350 MISSION STREET
SEAOC 2016 EXCELLENCE IN STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING AWARDS: NEW CONSTRUCTION
DRAMATIC CANTILEVER

INTEGRATION OF ARCHITECTURE AND STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING

A dramatic column-free corner at the prominent intersection of Mission and Fremont Streets is
achieved with a 30-foot double-cantilever, post-tensioned upturned beam with novel tendon profile.
The corner condition satisfies deflection criteria twice as stringent as traditional exterior walls.

The structural engineering of 350 Mission supports the project’s “urban living room,” 50-foot-tall public
lobby that opens to the street and blurs the threshold between public and private realms.

As the “front door” of the Transbay
Terminal to the Financial District, the 50
foot tall public lobby created a unique
tall column condition. Since special
attention was given to the gravity
system through advanced modeling
of all columns and slab framing
systems in the nonlinear time-history
analysis, accurate assessments of force
demands on lobby columns, including
P-delta, could be given. This resulted
in a reduction in required embedded
wide-flange steel and improvement of
reinforcement detailing.
Below
Commissioned digital art, like Refik
Anadol’s “Virtual Deptictions : San
Francisco” data scultpture, animates
the lobby’s 70-by-40-foot high definition
LED screen.

A NEW STANDARD IN TALL OFFICE BUILDINGS

INNOVATIVE FLAT SLAB DESIGN AND SHORING

PERFORMANCE-BASED SEISMIC DESIGN

FIELD-VERIFIED EMBODIED CARBON ACCOUNTING

350 Mission has created a new standard in tall building office towers through
the dramatic simplification of concrete systems. All dropped beams have
been removed while maintaining seismic and gravity performance. The design
creates column-free interiors that accommodate higher workforce densities
and flexible “open office” space planning.

Spanning nearly 45 feet, the 11 inch thick post-tensioned flat slab floor system has 25% less weight than traditional slab systems. This savings resulted in
significant reductions in shear wall, column and foundation force demands and therefore material quantities. The design process features a sophisticated
camber program that digitally maps anticipated deflections to shoring post locations and is engineered to flatten out within 90 days, prior to installation
of the raised flooring. The camber was incorporated to reduce post-tensioned tendon material quantities to conventional 30 foot span levels commonly
used in residential buildings. Camber varied from 1.5 inches at the north-west bay, 1 inch at typical mid-spans, to zero at the perimeter and core.

Traditionally reserved for residential construction where flat slabs are common and perimeter moment frames are arduous,
performance-based seismic design is employed with flat slab construction creating new efficiencies in office tower construction.
Nonlinear time history analysis of seven spectrally scaled ground motions were used to evaluate nonlinear behavior of link beams,
shear walls, columns and equivalent frames. Detailed modeling of nonlinear behavior achieved more accurate design information
for engineers used in efficient design and detailing. Advancements in link beam and flat slab equivalent framing modeling are
published in SEAOC and ASCE/SEI conference proceedings.

Certified LEED® Platinum, 350 Mission is more than a model for environmental sustainability, it is the world’s first tall building to be
field-verified for embodied carbon impacts. Embodied carbon levels were evaluated from early concept through final construction
using the Environmental Analysis Tool. This embodied carbon life-cycle analysis methodology and software has been created by SOM
and made available free online at www.som.com. Through decisions informed by embodied carbon impacts, the total embodied
carbon of the structural system is 23% below traditional office buildings. As can be observed in the below summary of field-verified
embodied carbon, below grade work uses twice the embodied carbon per square foot as above-grade work. Future carbon mitigation
strategies must consider the high impact of below grade work, especially parking and transit strategies in urban settings.
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When compared to conventional concrete construction,
the structural system for 350 Mission:

11” Thick PT Flat Slab

Efficient flat slab design and removal of perimeter moment
frame eliminated 600 truckloads of concrete which equates to
the carbon emissions of 3.1 million miles of car travel.

Ductile RC Core

Utilized 90% recycled steel, substantially reducing the need for
new materials.
Utilized 25% less cement in the concrete by using high volumes
of fly ash, a recycled material.
Reduced construction schedule by approximately a month
by removing the need of a perimeter moment frame through
performance-based seismic design.
Removed the need for a traditional ceiling system by providing a
completely flat concrete soffit which tenants can leave exposed.
60” Wide x 25” Deep Upturned PT Beam
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Slab elevations were surveyed at casting and at 30, 60, and 90 days after casting to verify slab deflections. Surveyed elevations reveal that the
detailed deflection analysis based on ACI 435 methods were highly accurate. Results were presented to ACI committees in 2015. Collaborative
efforts with Webcor Concrete achieved this innovative construction method. To accommodate under floor air distribution at the perimeter,
mechanical penetrations were coordinated with the post-tensioning system through the upturned cantilever beam.
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Left
Strain results from all seven ground motions
Right Above
Perform 3D analysis model showing detailed modeling of equivalent frames, columns, and all basements.
Right Below
Wall shear stress under design earthquake demands, maximum credible earthquake demands, and provided shear capacity.
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Project team
Developer: Kilroy Realty Corporation
Architecture/Structural Engineering: Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLP
MEP Engineering: WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff
Civil Engineering: BFK Engineers
Geotechnical Engineering: Langan Treadwell Rollo
General Contractor: Webcor Builders

